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Bistable Switching in Supercriticaln+-n-n+ GaAs
Transferred Electron Devices
PETER JgNDRUP,PALLE JEPPELIEN, MEMBER, IEEE, AND BERT JEPPSSON

Abstract-Bistable switching in supercritically doped ns-nn+ GaAs transferred electron devices (TED’S)is investigated e x perimentally and interpreted in computer simulations, for which
details of the computer program aregiven. Three switching
modes all leading to stable anode domains are discussed, namdy:
1) cathode-triggered traveling domain; 2) cathode-triggered accumulation layer; 3) anode-triggered domain. Relative curr jnt
drops upto 40 percent, and switchirig times down to 60 ps are lbtained in low-duty-cycle pulsed experiments with threshold currents around 400 mA. Optimum device fiarzimeters are shown to
be as follows: I ) doping in the 3-4 X 1015 ~ m range;
- ~ 2) lenlfth
around 6 pm; 3) doping gradients below 20 percent; 4) high-quality interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

.HIS PAPERpresentsanexperimentalinvestigation showing that supercriticallydoped n+-n-n+
GaAs transferred electron devices (TED’S) can be used
40
as fast bistable switches with current drops up to
percent and switching times down to 60 ps. The experimentalresults willbe interpretedinsimple
physi1:al
terms by comparison with computer simulations. Finally, theoptimum device parameters for suchaGunn
switch will be defined.
Bistable switching due to formation of a diffusion s a bilized anode domain has been ,predicted theoretically
[l] and verified experimentally by Thim [2]. The
switching takes place in 60-120 ps between a high current statebelow the threshold voltage and a low current
state above threshold. In the following those two stable
states will be denoted the off- and on-state, respectirrely. The subthreshold off-state is trivial, while the cnstate is characterized by the presence of a diffusion stabilized domain frozen at the anode.
Before discussing the bistable Gunn switch any further, a few remarks on two different types of stability
are relevant. Short-circuit stability in TED’Smay be divided into two basic types [3]:

Devices with stability of type 2) may have favorable
noise and linearity behavior in microwave reflectiontype amplifiers [6],but they are besides the scope of the
present paper, because only devices with type 1)stability exhibit bistable switching.
In Section I1 the bistable switching willbe investigated using large-signal computer simulatior;ls, and the
results will be interpreted in simple physical terms. Secthe
tion I11 presents experimental results and defines
optimum parameters for the Gunn switch. Section IV
contains the conclusion and discussion.

11. COMPLJTERSIMULATIONS
A. Formulation of the Model
The computer simulations are based
equation

on the Poisson

and the continuity equation
d

dE

(32

dt

J(t)=qnu-q-(Dn)+c-

where E ( x , t ) is the space- and time-dependent electric
field, n ( x , t ) is the free electron density, no is the net
donor density in the aetive layer, - q ( q > 0) is the electronic charge, E is the absolute permittivity of GaAs,
J ( t ) is the spaceindependenttotalcurrentdensity,
u(Ej is the electron drift velocity-electric field characteristic, and D(E) is the electron diffusion coefficientelectric field characteristic in GaAs. The u(E)-and
D(E)-curves used in the present work are shown in
Fig. 1, and are similar to curves used in earlier work [7]
except for the fact that the subthresholdportion of the
u ( E ) curve has been taken to be more linear in agreement with current-voltage (I-V) measurementsper1) stability due to the presence of a diffusion stabi- formed on the actual devices used in this work. In the
lized anode domain in heavily doped devices with ohmic interest of saving computer time, also the steady-state
contacts [4];
equations-following from (1) and (2) by setting d / d t
2) stability when the product of doping and length is termsequal to zero-were solved inparticular cases.
below a certain criticalvalue [5].
are summarized in
Numericalintegrationprocedures
Appendices A and B.
Manuscript received February 26,1976.
P. J3ndrup was with the Electromagnetics Institute, Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark. He is now with A h N. F x s
Electric, Hiller@d, Denmark.
P. Jeppesen is with the Electromagnetics Institute, Technical IJniversity of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark.
B. Jeppsson is with the Microwave Institute Foundation, Stot:kholm, Sweden.

B. Space-Charge Dynamics
The switching from the off- to the on-statemay take
place in different ways. In large-signal time-dependent
computer simulations the following three space-charge
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Fig. 1. Room temperature u(E)and D(E)curves used in computer
simulations.
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Fig. 2. Applied voltage V d and electronic current I d versus time for
GaAs TED switching in traveling accumulation layer mode. Device
data: no = 1.5 X 1015~ r n - La
~ , = 10 Fm, Ro = 5 Q, To = 300 K.

modes have been observed when the device voltage exceeds the threshold value.
1) A dipole domain is triggered at the cathode, travels towards the anode, where it is trapped as a stable
high field domain.
2) An accumulation layer is triggered at the cathode,
trave1.s towards the anode, where it readjusts into a stable high field domain.
3) The instability is triggered directly at the anode,
where it grows and then settles asa stable high field domain.
In qualitative agreement with a small-signal analysis
by Gu6ret [8], space-charge modes 1) and 2) stem from
convective instabilitiestriggered atthe cathodeand
occur for the lowerd.oping levels (no = 1-2 X 1015
~ m - ~while
) , space-charge mode 3) stems from an absoluteinstabilityand
is encountered for higher doping
levels (no > 3 X 1015 cm-3).
In case the instability is triggered at the cathode, it
will grow either to an accumulation layer or a full domain depending mainlyon the magnitude of the doping
nonuniformity and the rise time of the applied voltage.
For the sake of brevity we omit the dipole domain for
the moment. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate theswitching mode
involving a traveling accumulation layer. Fig. 2 shows
the applied voltage V,d and the calculatedelectronic
current Id for a switch having the active layer thickness

DISTANCE (prn)

(C)
Fig. 3. Calculated electric field ( E ) and electron density profile (n)
for device in Fig. 2. (a) Off-state.(b) During switching. (c) On-state.

La

= 10 pm, the doping density no = 1.5 X 1015cm-3,
the low field resistance Ro = 5 9,the lattice temperature To = 300 K, and a flat and smooth doping profile.
The voltage was applied with arise time TR = 20 ps, and
such a short rise time was normally used in the interest
of saving computer time and because it did not affect
the results in any essential way as could be concluded
from comparisons with similar runs
using an order of
magnitude longer rise times. Fig. 3 shows snapshots of
the electric field profile E and electron density profile
n, at the time instants indicated by the dots on the calculated current waveform in Fig. 2. Here ET denotes the
threshold electric field (Fig. 1).Fig. 3(a)-(c) illustrates
the profiles in the off-state, during switching and in the
on-state, respectively. In the on-state the
field is characterized by a diffusion stabilized high field domain frozen at the anode. Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the switching
mode involving an anode instability. Here all
the parameters are the same as before, except that the doping
level is increased to 3 X 1015~ m - ~ .
In case of a cathode-triggered instability (dipole domain or accumulation layer), Fig. 2 shows that two time
constants determine the time
necessary for I d to become stable: l)the time constantfor the initial decay of
I d , i.e., the negative dielectric relaxation time control-
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Fig. 6. Calculated relative current drop versus doping density. Device data: La = 10 pm, Ro = 5 n, To = 300 K. Circuit data: V B = 8.0
V, TR = 20 ps. Solid curve: flat and smooth doping profile. Dashed
curve: 10 percent random doping fluctuations.

ly, the current dropAI is defined by

To= 300 K

= IT
W

Ids

where Ids is the device saturation current and IT is the
threshold current given by

IT = AqnouT.
Here A is the cross-sectional area and
peak velocity (Fig. 1).

UT

= u ( E T )is the

C. Influence of Basic DeviceParameters
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Fig. 5. Calculated electric field ( E ) and electron density profile 1 n)
for device inFig. 4. (a) Off-state. (b) During switohing.(6) On-state.

ling the speed of growth for the instability; and 2) the
transit time for the space-charge layer to travel from
cathode to anode. For the anode-triggered absolute instability there is no space-charge layer in transit, and,
hence, no transit time involved; Id becomes stable already after the domain growth time mainly determiced
by the negative dielectricrelaxationtime.Therefore
this switching mode offers the potentially fastest Gunn
switch. Finally, it should be noted that for a given set of
device parameters the final current drop is independent
of the three switching modes because the initial and
final states are thesame in all threecases. Quantitatire-

In thissection we discuss the influence of basic device
parameters-such as length and doping
level-on the
current dropof the bistable Gunn switch.
The computer simulations have shown that the current in the on-state is independent of the length of the
active layer, provided the doping profile is smooth and
flat. This can be understood from Figs. 3 and 5, which
show that the field in front of the stable domain is flat,
meaning that one can add or remove a section of the
diode in front of the domain without changing the current in the on-state. Since the threshold current would
also be independent of such a change, it is concluded
that the current dropis independent of the active layer
length, as long as this lengthexceeds the domain width.
In the following we shall consider a typical length of
about 10 pm. Further, the computer simulations have
also shown that the on-state current is independent of
the bias voltage, simply because an increased voltage
only causes a broader domainbut nota differentfield in
front of the domain. The independence of the current
drop on length and bias voltage has been found in an
earlier analytical treatment [4].
The most important parameter for the current dropis
the dopingdensity. Fig. 6 shows the relative current
drop u / I T versus doping density. As before, the voltage
was applied with a rise time TR = 20 ps and then kept
constant at V B = 8.0 V. 'The current drop was determined on the basis of electronic current in order to
avoid irrelevant contributions from possible capacitive
overshoot in the total current. As seen from Fig. 6, the
relative current drop increases with doping density and
values up to about 40 percent are predicted for a flat
and smooth doping profile. However, 10 percent ran-
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last theoretical consideration, a hysteresis effect in the
no = 3.0 x 10'5cm-3
To = 300 K
FLAT AhDSMOOTHDOPING
PROF1 LE
S L O P E = * 2O%(POS. GRADIENT)

-" .._...
SLOPE=-ZO%(NEG GRADIENT)

I-V curve is discussed in relation to the diode length.
The computer simulations show that the domain sustaining voltage is smaller than the threshold voltage.
Thus, when the voltage is reduced across the device, it
will switch back to an off-state current, that is lower
than the threshold current, even when the load resistance is infinitely small. This hysteresis effect will be
smaller in a short device, because the minimum voltage
is independent of the
theanode domaincanabsorb
diode length and thereforewill amount to a larger fraction of the thresholdvoltage in a shorter device.

3

u
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111. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
A. Material and Contact Properties

The TED'S used in the present work had n+-n-n+
sandwich layers grown by liquid phase epitaxy on n+substrates. Active layer thicknesses and doping densi~m-'~
respec,
ties were about 5-15pm and 1-7 X
10
15
tively. Owing to the growth procedure, a doping profile
VOLTAGE ( V )
increasingtowards the substrate but withagradient
Fig. 7. Calculateddc I-V curve. Device data: no = 3.0 X
~ m - ~ below
,
30 percent was normally found when the active
La = 10 pm, Ro = 5 a, To = 300 K. Solid curve: flat and smooth
doping profile. Dotted curve:-20 percent doping gradient (decreas- layers were profiled. In thefollowing we refer to positive
ing towards anode). Dashed curve:+20 percent doping gradient (in- polarity when the substrate is positive, negative polarity
creasing towards anode).
when the substrate is negative. This definition, combined
with the definition of positive or negative gradidom doping fluctuations reduce the current drop, beents
in
Section 11, implies that positive (negative) polarcause nonuniformities in the doping profile reduce the
ity
goes
together with positive (negative) gradients for
peak current in the off-state toa value somewhat below
the
devices
used. However, some devices hadsuch a
the threshold current IT.
Although the detrimental effect of doping fluctua- small gradient that these distinctions became meaningtions is thus clear, the effect of doping gradients is more less.
serious and of larger practical significance. Fig. 7 illus- B. Circuitry and Stability Check
trates the influence of doping gradients on the dc I-V
Intheinitialexperiments
packaged devices were
characteristic. Here a positive (negative) doping gradimounted in a 7-mm coaxial air line and operated into a
ent indicates a profile sloping upward(downward)
series resistive load. Current and voltage waveforms for
towards the anode. As seen from Fig. 7, the threshold
the packaged devices were displayed on an 18-GHz samcurrent IT is never reached in the presence of doping
pling scope. In this way switching times could be meagradients, obviously because a small domain is already
sured and it could also be checked that no microwave
formed below threshold either at the cathode or anode,
oscillations were present. The frequency response of the
depending on whether the gradient is positive or negacoaxial mount and the surrounding circuitry was found
tive. In the on-state the current is lowest for the negasatisfactory up to 18GHz. Further details of this setup
tive gradient, because it turns out that the anode doand the results obtained have been reported. elsewhere
main assumes such a high peak field and therefore absorbs so much voltage, that the field in front of the do- [91.
In order to improve the sensitivity of the stability
main is reduced. The oppositesituation occurs for a
check and reduce mounting parasitics, which tend to
positive gradient. Moreover, Fig. 7 shows that both the
degrade the observed switching speed, later work was
positive and the negative gradient give a current drop
carried out using an even cleaner microwave circuit.
smaller than for the case of a flat profile.
TED chips were shunt mounted in a 50-fi microstrip
In .the case of steep doping gradients (in the 50-100
line placed in an 18-GHz test fixture [lo]. The voltage
percent range) theperformance of the Gunn switch will
across the chip was monitored directly with the 18-GHz
be strongly degraded because of a reduced current drop,
sampling scope, allowing shorter switching timesand
if not totally destroyed due tomicrowave oscillations or
weaker microwave oscillations--if any-to be observed.
avalanche breakdown in the anode region. The computer simulations have also shown that the presence of a
C. Current Drops
large doping notch close to one of the contactswill simiIn Fig. 8 the relative current drops are plottedversus
larly destroy the bistable'switching by eliminating the
current drop or by causing instability problems. As a doping densities. Points measured withpositive polarity
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1
POSITIVE POLARITY

Fig. 9. Typical recorded voltage waveform for bare-mounted Gunn
switch in 18-GHz microstrip circuit. Device data: La = 10 pm, no =
4.5 X 1015~ r n - Ro
~ , = 4 R, To = 300 K.

Fig. 8. Measured and calculated current drop versus doping density.
Curve I: Large-signal computer calculations. Curve 2: Simple, analytical model 141. Measured in positive polarity. o Measured in
negative polarity.

+

+,

are indicated by
negative by 0.Curve 1 applies Sor
large-signal computer simulations, curve 2 for the earlier analytical model [4]. All experimental points apply
for low-duty-cycle pulsed operation where no heating, is
involved, and this is true for the theoretical curves as
well.
The trend predicted by the theoretical work, that the
current drop should increase with the doping density. is
clearly confirmed experimentally. The maximum experimental current drop is 41.5 percent [9] in good agreement withextrapolatedtheoreticalresults.
A t fi:st
glance the simple analytical model agrees closest with
experimental results, while the computer simulations at
lower doping levels tend to give too optimistic results.
This is because a flat and smooth doping profile was
used in the computer simulations, so the apparent d s crepancy could be removed by introducing doping gradients and random fluctuationsin the profile, as can 3e
anticipated from Fig. 6. In Fig. 8 there is no clear dependence of thecurrentdrop
on the polarity, andthis
agrees well with Fig. 7, where only a weak and, in practice,insignificantdependence
was suggested. Apart
from the current dropit was found that devices in positive polarity (i.e., increasing profile towards anode) were
more prone tomicrowave oscillations, in negative polarity to impact ionization. These two conclusions are ea$ily interpreted using the computer simulations in Section 11. Positive polarity gives cathode-triggered oscilhtions, negative polarity anode domains with high pe2.k
fields.
Since most possible applications of Gunn switches
would involve heavy duty cycle, it is important to avoid

excessive device heating, which otherwise would reduce
the off-state peak current to the point, where the currentdrop is almosteliminated.Therefore,
thedetrimental effect of device heating has been investigated in
heavy-duty-cycle experiments. The devices were mesaetched, mounted with substrate towards the heat sink,
and hada length of 6 pm-an optimum length aswill be
discussed later. Three groups of devices were tested,
having doping levels around 6.8,4.3, and 3.9 X
~ m - respectively.
~,
For the most lightly doped devices,
the relative current drop decayed slowest with increasing duty cycle. For the doping 3.9 X
cm-3 a current
drop of 25 percent remained at 30-percent duty cycle,
corresponding to the temperature increase encountered
in C W operation of the same device being flip-chip
mounted. Hence it is realistic to expect that useful current drops will remain in CW operation when such devices are used.

D. Switching Time
Using packaged devices in the coaxial circuit, switching times down to 100 ps were observed, but the computer simulations in Section I1 predicted substantially
shorter switching times. Now, considering typical values
for the series inductance and parallel capacitanceof the
package, a simple calculation has shown the observed
switching time to be limited by the package, not by the
Gunn switch itself. This conclusion, was experimentally
confirmed by the 60-ps switching times observed from
TED chips mounted in the microstrip circuit. An example is given in Fig. 9, where the chip voltage jump for
the switch-on is recorded versus time. Thedevice was 10
pm long, doped to 4.5 X 1015 ~ m - had
~ , a doping profile
believed to rise about 20 percent towards the substrate,
and the device was operated in positive polarity.
Devices having larger doping gradients (> 50 percent,
for example)and being operated in negative polarity
tended to have much longer switching times and much
“softer” threshold voltages for the switch-on. With reference to the computer simulations in Section 11, this
behavior may be interpreted as follows. When the doping gradient is large and negative, the fast and abrupt
switch-on caused by the absoluteanodeinstability
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 does not prevail. Instead, a smaller anode domain is already formed below threshold, and
this contributes an extra domain capacitance, which in
turn gives a longer RC time constant and softer threshold voltage for the switch-on.
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E. Optimum Device Parameters

into a low series resistance, and the fact that they are
two-terminal and not three-terminaldevices.
The optimum device parameters for the bistable
The Gunn switches have potentials as'ultrafast pulse
switch will now be discussed.
sharpeners and logic elements [ll]in, for example, gigaThe doping density no should be high to give a high bitlsecond PCM communication systems, and they have
current drop. On the other hand,ionization and heating
been investigated as modulators for semiconductor laproblems become more severe with higher doping, so,
sers in optical fiber communication [12]. In these appliwith reference to Fig. 8, a good compromise of 3-4 X
cations they will, however, meet competition from the
1015cm-3 is arrived at.
Schottky-barrier-triggered three-terminal Gunn switch
The length of the active layer La should be short in [13], [14] and the GaAs Schottky-barrier FET [15], [16].
order to provide for a low operating voltage, improved
Finally, it should be noted that the present work, in adthermal performance, and reduced hysteresis in the I-V
dition to assessing the potentials of the bistable Gunn
curve. On the other hand, the lengthis downward limitswitch,contributestotheunderstanding
of heavily
ed by the anode domain, so the optimum length will be
dopedtransferredelectron
oscillators and amplifiers
about 6 pm.
having low cathode fields. This is so because in such deThe area A is determined by thermal considerations
vices high field anode domains [3] are of central imporand t)y the required current modulation AI for the spetance for the bandwidth, noise, thermal behavior, and
cific application in question. Having
chosen the optifailure mode.
mum doping no and thereby the relative current drop
AI/IT from Fig. 8, curve 2, for example,A is given by
APPENDIX A
AI
INTEGRATION OF TIME-DEPENDENT
NUMERICAL
A=
EQUATIONS
(AI/lT)ETqnopo
where po is the low field mobility.
Let Lt denote the total length of the diode including
both contacts. The total current density
given by
Iv. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In summary the computersimulations have identified
three switching modes all leading to a stable anode domain: l) cathode-triggeredtravelingdomain;
2) cathode-triggered
accumulation
layer;
and 3) anode40 pertriggered domain. Moreover,current drops up to
cent and switching times down to 30; ps have been predicted. In the interest of simplicity, relaxation effects
have been neglected in the computer simulations,which
also containan oversimplified treatment of the high
field anode n/n+-interface, for which a correct theoretical treatment is extremely difficult if possible at all. Because of these simplifications, all predictions have been
closely compared with experimental results.
In the experiments, bistable switching with current
drops up to 40 percent and switching times down to 60
ps have been obtained in low-duty-cycle operation with
threshold currents typically around400 mA. High-dutycycle pulsed experiments with "mesa-up" devices indicated that CW operation with current drops inexcess of
25 percent should be possible with flip-chip mounted
devices. Optimum devices should be doped in the 3-4 X
cm-3 range, be about 6 pm long, have smooth doping profiles with gradients below 20 percent, and should
have high quality interfaces. Mounting procedures with
even. smallerparasiticsmayreduce
theexperimental
switching time below 60 ps.
Bistable Gunn switches offer the advantages of fast
switching .with large relative current drops at high current levels, and they are capable of pulse sharpening in
the sense that a slow trigger pulse gives fast switching.
Their limitations are the hysteresiseffect in the switchoff, tendency to microwave oscillations when operated

can be divided into the electronic current density given
by

and the capacitive current density given by
E dV
J , ( t ) = -Lt dt
where the device voltage V ( t ) is equal to the dictated
(constant or time varying) source voltage, because zero
source impedance is assumed.
For a doping profile n o ( x ) equaling no in the active
layer and exceeding no by more than an order of magnitude in the heavily dopedcontacts, n g ( x ) should be
substituted for no in (1). Then elimination of n ( x , t )
from (1) and (2) gives

dt

E

Now, Lt is divided into P intervals each of length Ax
= Lt/P, and the time into intervals each of duration A t .

Hence
X

= XAX,

X

= 0,1,2,

-

t = TAt,

T = 0,1,2,

-

* *

,P

and
*

a .
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For sufficiently small values of Ax and At, differential equation
equation

E(X,T)= E(X,T - 1)

+

E

[

[

At J(T4- l ) - V(X,T - 1 )

(A4) can be approximated by the difference

- D ( X + l,T - 1 ) - D ( X - 1,T - 1 )

] x [n D ( X )

2 Ax

- 1 ) + E ( X - l,T - 1 )
+-4 E ( X + l,T - 1 ) - 2E(X,T
(AX)2
6

where -abbreviationssuch as E ( X , T ) = E ( X A x , T A t )
and D ( X , T ) = D [ E ( X , T ) ]have been used. Equation
(A5) allows the determinationof the new E values usillg
the old ones on the rightside.
The boundaryconditions
for then+-cathode
a:re
n ( 0 , T ) = no ( 0 )and

4) The electronic current density is calculated from
(A2):

- D ( X , T ) n ( X , T )- D ( X - l , T ) n ( X - 1,T)
Ax

(AI;)

5 ) The new total current density is calculated with
Similarly, the boundary conditions for the n+-anode ale good approximation from (Al)-(A3):
n(P,T)= n o ( P ) and
E V ( T +1 ) - V ( T )
J ( T 1) = Je(T) (A,:')
Lt
At

+

Here the mobility in the contacts p c is taken to be o r e
half the low field mobility po, since this is more realist.le
and because the increased dielectricrelaxationtirr.e
permits the use of larger At and Ax values.
Given J ( T ) , the numerical integration now proceeds
as follows.
1 ) E ( X , T ) ,X = 0,1,2,
,P is calculated from (A5)(A7).
2) Any discrepancy between the integrated field and
V (T )is removed by correcting the field profile to

--

E ( X ,T )

3) The electron density profile is calculated from the
Poisson equation (1):

(x,T ) = n D ( x )

+E

E(X

4

E ( X )=

+ 1,T) - E ( X - 1,T),

x = 1,2, - -

2 Ax

E ( X + l ) + E ( X - 1)
2

*

,P - 1.

+

+

Substituting T 1 for T in (A5)-(A7), the calculations
are continued by repeating the entire procedure. Compared to an integration scheme used earlier [17],this
new method is advantageous because it ensures the satisfaction of the anode boundary conditions.

APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL
INTEGRATION OF TIME-INDEPENDENT
EQUATIONS
Setting d l d t terms equal to zero in Poisson equation
(1)and continuity equation (2), substituting n ~ ( xfor
)
no in ( l ) and
,
eliminating n ( x ) from ( 1 )and (2) gives

dx2

EL

D

For sufficiently small Ax values this differential
equation can be approximated by the difference equation

q
-(AX)'
26

D(X

+ 1 ) - D ( X - 1 )] [n D ( X ) + -E E ( X +l ) - E ( X -1 )
2 Ax

4

2 Ax

1 -s

J
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The boundary conditions for the n+-cathode aren ( 0 ) Poisson equation
= n ~ ( 0and
)

E(0)=

J

(B2)

qnD ( 0 ) k ’

Similarly, the boundary conditions for the n+-anode are
n ( P ) -- n o ( P ) and

The numerical integration involves an iterative procedure. As the stable field profile for a fixed device voltage is independent of any source impedance that might
be present, a resistorRG = 50 C! was introduced in series
with the source voltage VGin order to improve the convergence of the iterative method. The device and source
voltages are then relatedaccording to

where A is the cross-sectional area of the diode.
Having guessed a J value, calculated the corresponding V value from (B4) and guessed a field profile that
satisfies the boundary conditions (B2) and (B3), the numerical integration proceedsas follows.
1) A new field profile E ( X ) , X = 0,1,2,
, P is calculated from (Bl)-(B3).
2) If the integrated field deviates more than 0.1 percent from V , then V is corrected to

--

EE(X+l)-E(X-l)
n ( X ) = n o ( X )+ 4
2 Ax

7

x = 1,2,

*

,P - 1.
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